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July 1, 2014
Dear Corrections Corporation of America:
You need to stop.
You need to stop citingi the 2013 Temple University studyii that alleges for-profit, private prison
companies like yours can “cut” corrections costs by “12-58 percent” in places like Arizona, California,
Florida, Kentucky, Maine, Mississippi, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas. Others have already
explained why it’s intellectually dishonest for you to flaunt this report as an “independent study” – it
was commissioned and fundediii by you and two other for-profit, private prison companies. But you’ve
already heard that explanation and you’ve brazenly chosen to ignore it.
So, I’m going to take this opportunity to explain why the research methodology contained within the
Temple University report is fundamentally misleading and tilts the study’s conclusions in favor of the
for-profit prison industry.
I’ve chosen to focus this letter on the state of California because the California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) singlehandedly accounts for a mammoth 12 percent iv of your
total operating revenue, more than any agency except the U.S. government. By your own admission,
“the CDCR [is your] only state partner [to] account for 10% or more of [your] total revenue.”v
The Temple University study claims that privatizing a portion of the CDCR’s prisons—roughly 10
percent of the total population—will result in a “short-run cost savings of 29.43% - 57.09%.” According
to the report, the aforementioned estimates originate from a 2010 California Legislative Analyst’s
Office (LAO) document showing that the CDCR budgets “between $61 and $72 per day per inmate in
[private] out-of-state facilitiesvi” and projects “$104…[per inmate per day] for its in state public
prisons.” While the accuracy of these figures is difficult to disputevii, they are astonishingly misleading.
And here’s why.
First, the study fails to account for dramatic demographic differences among populations housed in
any one of California’s 34 public adult facilities and your 4 private adult out-of-state facilitiesviii in which
8,600 CDCR prisoners currently reside. Second, the research fails to acknowledge your company’s
practice of securing health-related contractual exemptions, an exercise that effectively inoculates you
from having to house exceptionally “high-cost” prisoners. As I’m sure you’re aware, the practice of
incarcerating the least expensive California prisoners artificially deflates your per diem rates while
correspondingly inflating the cost of operating in-state public prisons, precisely the types of facilities
that don’t have the financial luxury of “cherry picking” young and healthy individuals.
So which types of individuals are you contractually obligated to house? The answer: 8,600 of the
youngest, healthiest, and least expensive CDCR prisoners. These exemptions—exemptions negotiated
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by your company—represent significant financial externalities (re)absorbed by the state. Surprisingly,
they aren’t once mentioned in the Temple report. Despite their conspicuous absence from the study,
these exclusions absolutely must be considered in any public-private cost-comparison analysis because
prisoner health care outlays account for 31 percent of the entire CDCR budget and represent the single
greatest line-item expenditure after “operations / security.”ix
Understanding the ways in which institutional demographic variation manifests itself fiscally—
particularly with regard to health and age—is necessary for a valid cost comparison. Yet, the Temple
University study conveniently fails to note the degree to which health care expenses differ by facility,
even though different facilities house vastly different percentages of individuals with acute medical
conditions.
For instance, the California Health Care Facility (CHCF)—the institution with the highest percentage (63
percent) of High Risk Priority 1 and 2 prisonersx—spends $93,084 per prisoner, per year on medical
care alone. In contrast, Pleasant Valley State Prison (PVSP)—an institution that’s demographically
similar to your out-of-state, private facilities in that it doesn’t accept High Risk Priority 1 or 2
individualsxi—spends an average of only $9,600 in medical expenses per prisoner, per year.xii This cost
differential is staggering—and it’s an area left completely unaddressed by the Temple University study.
So what are some specific exemptions from which your company benefits? Your most recent contract
with the CDCR reads:
“CDCR and CONTRACTOR shall mutually agree upon offenders to be housed by CONTRACTOR, and
offenders shall be suitable for placement in the facility designated. In the event that the CDCR requests that
the CONTRACTOR accept offenders with serious or significant mental health or serious or significant
physical problems, included but not limited to physical disability, CDCR and the CONTRACTOR shall mutually
xiii
agree to an appropriate plan of care for the population and the allocation of costs associated therewith.”

Since your contract unsurprisingly fails to enumerate exactly which types of prisoners fall under the
categories of “serious or significant mental health [problems]” and/or “serious or significant physical
problems, including but not limited to physical disability,” I approached the CDCR and California
Correctional Health Care Services (CCHCS) – the organization under the Federal Receivershipxiv
responsible for health care delivery within the CDCR—for answers.
In conjunction with information procured through a series of open records requests and a thorough
review of CDCR and CCHCS policy, I discovered that your company enjoys at least 14 interrelated
prisoner exclusion criteria exempting you from housing the most costly prisoner categories. Below is a
list of relevant exclusions and exemptions (mostly health-related) obliquely referenced in your contract
and explicitly codified in CDCR and CCHCS documents.
Based on CDCR and CCHCS protocol your company is exempt from housing CDCR prisoners who meet
at least one of the following criteria:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Those individuals requiring single cell accommodations
Those individuals requiring mental health services
Those individuals participating in the CDCR’s developmental disability program
xv xvi
Those individuals actively undergoing treatment for HCV
xvii
Those individuals who are HIV+
Those individuals with hospital specialty care costs totaling more than $100,000 over the course of six months
Those individuals with two or more inpatient admissions over the course of a year
Those individuals with three or more emergency department visits over the course of a year
Those individuals with two or more high risk specialty consultations over the course of six months
Those individuals with at least one abnormal lab value suggesting poor control of a chronic or serious medical
condition
Those individuals on chemotherapy
Those individuals with dementia
Those individuals with other sensitive medical conditions and/or high risk diagnoses that have not yet already been
described
xviii
Those individuals who are 65 years or older

Publicized here for the first time, please consider disparities in prisoner health and age demographics
between your out-of-state facilities and California’s public facilities:

xix

Based on the exclusion criteria detailed above, your company (at least in the state of California) will
never be responsible, for instance, for providing medication to HCV+ patient-prisoners, a treatment
that minimally costs $84,000 per individual.xx Similarly, your company will never have to foot the bill
for HIV+ patient-prisoner care which typically constitutes a series of treatments ranging from $24,000$60,000 annually.xxi These are colossal expenses that your company simply externalizes. Again, they
are expenses (re)absorbed by the state and routinely unconsidered in cost-comparison studies.
And finally, the Temple University report fails to acknowledge that an exceedingly small percentage of
prisoners with high-cost health conditions—precisely those your company will never house—account
for a disproportionately large slice of specialty health care expenditures. For instance, in 2010 the
California State Auditor found that from 2007-2008 some 58,726 prisoners received at least one form
of specialty health care. Moreover, the agency discovered that 1,175 of these prisoners—or just 2
percent of those with the most expensive treatment plans—represented close to 40 percent of the
total specialty health care costs totaling $185 million and equating to an average expenditure of
$158,000 per prisoner, per year.xxii Again, these are the very types of prisoners you’re exempt from
housing.
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So, you need to stop.
You need to stop citing a study whose omissions and distortions are manifest.
Assertions of taxpayer savings are only valid when comparing public and private facilities with similar
populations. The dramatic differences in prisoner heath, age, and cost by facility are indisputable and
challenge the legitimacy of the study you continue to publicize.
I invite your response.

Warmest Regards,
Christopher Petrella
Researcher, U.C. Berkeley
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Appendix E

Endnotes:
i

Corrections Corporation of America. “Contracted Prisons Cut Costs without Sacrificing Quality: A Report from Economics
Professors at Temple University’s Center for Competitive Government” April 2013. http://cca.com/cca-resource-center
ii
“Cost Analysis of Public and Contractor-Operated Prisons” April
2013 http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Simon_Hakim/publication/257780985_Cost-Analysis-of-Public-and-ContractorOperated-Prisons-FINAL3/file/60b7d525d89b12cebb.pdf
iii
Please note that Simon Hakim’s CV reads "Analysis of state and private prisons costs and performance conducted for CCA,
GEO Group, and MTC, 2012-2013 (with Erwin Blackstone).” This suggests that the study was funded entirely by the three
largest for-profit, private prison companies. http://astro.temple.edu/~shakim/simonvitae.doc
iv
Corrections Corporation of America. “CCA Annual Report” http://ir.correctionscorp.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=117983&p=irolreportsannual
v
Corrections Corporation of America. “CCA Annual Report” http://ir.correctionscorp.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=117983&p=irolreportsannual
vi
California Legislative Analyst’s Office. “Hearing Handout: Out-of-State Correctional Facility Program” January 2010.
http://www.lao.ca.gov/Publications/Detail/2175
vii
In January 2014 California’s Department of finance estimated that it costs the state $29,500 a year for each prisoner
housed out-of-state. http://www.kpbs.org/news/2014/jan/08/california-prisoners-could-be-moved-out-state-due-/ This
figure can be compared to the CDCR’s recent estimate of $51,889/annually to house a prisoner in state.
http://www.lao.ca.gov/reports/2013/crim/criminal-justice-primer/criminal-justice-primer-011713.aspx
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viii

8,600 CDCR prisoners currently reside in CCA facilities in Arizona, Oklahoma, and Mississippi. Please see:
http://www.cdcr.ca.gov/Visitors/CA_Out_Of_State_Facilities.html
ix
California Legislative Analyst’s Office. “California’s Criminal Justice System: A Primer” January 2013.
http://www.lao.ca.gov/reports/2013/crim/criminal-justice-primer/criminal-justice-primer-011713.pdf
x
The CDCR, in conjunction with CCHCS, applies the terms “High Risk-Priority 1” and “High Risk-Priority 2” to those prisoners
with the “most serious medical conditions.”
xi
Please see Appendix E
xii
Data mined and tabulated from: http://www.cphcs.ca.gov/docs/special/Public-Dashboard-2014-04.pdf
xiii

Please see Appendix A
California Prison Health Care Services. “Fact Sheet: What is the Receivership?” July 2010.
http://www.cphcs.ca.gov/docs/resources/factsheet.pdf
xv
A spokesperson for CCHCS recently told me via e-mail that if an HCV+ patient-prisoner housed in an out-of-state private
facility required treatment, for instance, with Sovaldi (a very effective yet expensive HCV drug recently approved by the
FDA), then “we would ship them back to an in-state facility, where our medical personnel could oversee the course of
treatment…If an inmate [is] shipped back to be provided services in-state, that would be paid for by CDCR.” (April 24, 2014)
Note: I will furnish complete correspondence upon request.
xvi
Please see Appendix B
xvii
Please see Appendix C
xviii
CDCR. “California Correctional Heath Services Memorandum” August 2013.
http://www.cphcs.ca.gov/docs/court/T25_20140201_Appendix7.pdf
xiv

xix

Please see appendices. Note that the category “In-State, Percent 65 years or Over” is an estimate based on data of those
“60 years or over.” Accessible:
http://www.cdcr.ca.gov/Reports_Research/Offender_Information_Services_Branch/Annual/Census/CENSUSd1306.pdf
xx
USA TODAY. “Should Prisoners get Expensive Hepatitis-C Drugs?” March 2014.
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/03/25/stateline-prisoners-hepatitis-drugs/6871187/
xxi
NPR. “Cost of Treatment still a Challenge for HIV patients in U.S” July 2012.
http://www.npr.org/blogs/health/2012/07/27/157499134/cost-of-treatment-still-a-challenge-for-hiv-patients-in-u-s
xxii

California State Auditor. “Inmates Sentenced Under Three-Strikes Law and Small Number of Inmates Receiving Specialty
Health Care Represent Significant Costs” May 2010. http://www.bsa.ca.gov/pdfs/reports/2009-107.2.pdf
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